Dear Friends of the Forest,
This IFTDays newsletter proudly presents workshop hosts Henrik
Ohlsson from Södertörn University, Vitalija Povilaityte-Petri from
Brussels health gardens, Mirja Nylander from ForestLolling and Ian
Banyard from Natural Mindfulness. Enjoy their stories!

Henrik Ohlsson
I share my time between Stockholm, where I'm
working on my PhD at Södertörn University, and
a countryside homestead, where I engage in
developing permaculture subsistence farming.
I'm conducting an ethnographic study about
experiences of deepened nature connection.
My ambition is to contribute with a humanities
perspective to the fast-growing ﬁeld of
research on nature and wellbeing.
What are some main challenges you are facing in your work?
The biggest challenge in my work is probably to try to explain what it is that I'm
doing, or trying to do. Psychological and medical research seems to require less
explanation, probably because we are so used to thinking of ourselves as a mind
(which can be described psychologically) in a body (which can be described
biologically) in interaction with an environment outside of ourselves. Humanities
scholars tend to turn everything we are familiar with on its head, which can
make people confused and uncomfortable.
Please share one signiﬁcant nature experience with us?
I remember once, as I was sitting in the forest overnight leaned against a rock,
how a blackbird started to sing just inches behind my head. The clear, strong
voice ﬁlled me up completely like a bright light.
What do you wish to gain from & bring to IFTDays 2020?
A good spirit, some practical knowledge that might be useful, and some ideas and
perspectives as contributions to the collective thinking of the IFTD tribe!

Mirja Nylander
I am a forest worker, Master of Science of
forestry, forest mystic and author of four
books – two of which are related to
healing forests. I live in a small wooden
house in the middle of old forest. This is
the forest in the Finnish Lakeland area,
where my ancestors lived over 700 years
ago.
What are some main challenges you are
facing in your work?
Preservation of forests for generations
to come and promotion of sustainable
forestry.

Please share one signiﬁcant nature experience with us?
In June 2006 I was hiking - after 5 years severe depression - in Lappland, near
Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park. In our last hiking day, we were in Pakasaivo
area which is an old holy place for Sami people. In that holy forest I heard voice
calling my name and saying come to me. The only thing I could do was to obey
that voice and step oﬀ the path. After walking some 500 meters, I noticed a
large Pine Tree and realized that it was this tree that invited me to it. Next the
pine tree asked me to stand in front of him and said he would give me energy,
because I was so exhausted. And then the Pine Tree started… This old Pine
Tree has been my mentor and teacher ever since and he also taught me for
example Treebreathing I am now teaching.
What do you wish to gain from & bring to IFTDays 2020?
Old ﬁnnish forest wisdom and my over 40 years of professional experience and
research of forests and it´s healing powers.

Ian Banyard
I am a nature connection author, Natural
Mindfulness guide and guide trainer. I live in
the Gloucestershire Cotswolds an area of
outstanding natural beauty in the South West
of England. I have always had a passion for
exploring nature and empowering people to
reconnect with their true nature. I am also the
founder of www.natureconnection.world an
online community and global directory
connecting those seeking a deeper
relationship with nature with nature
connection activity providers and events.

What are some main challenges you are facing in your work?
Learning to use technology to promote nature connection in a balanced way.
Reaching a global audience. People struggling with Eco-anxiety and apathy. The
biggest challenge is creating more natural ways to run my business - using natural
laws/cycles and promoting organic growth rather than organisational methods.
Please share one signiﬁcant nature experience with us?
IIn 2019 I travelled to the Sacred Valley in Peru living in an Eco-lodge and climbing
Machu Pichu - a life-long dream that turned into an amazing reality!
What do you wish to gain from & bring to IFTDays 2020?
As always an open mind/heart, optimism, encouragement and guidance. More
speciﬁcally this year I am sharing how Natural Mindfulness and Nature-Connection
can be the antidote to eco-anxiety.

Dr Sinikka Piippo
I teach and write about the health eﬀects of
plants, including trees and forests, plants growing
in forests.
I have written many books on medicinal plants,
including "Vitality from trees" (in Finnish).
What are some main challenges you are facing in
your work?
The challenges are to convince people to protect
trees and forests for the wellbeing of the planet
and us.
Please share one
experience with us?

signiﬁcant

nature

I cannot mention a single one experience. The
trees and forests are essential for my health and
stress relief. I have created a small forest garden
to be able to relax there every day.
What do you wish to gain from & bring to IFTDays 2020?
I wish to bring something of my knowledge on the health effects of trees to these
Days. The Days help me to widen my scope on the importance of the forests for our
wellbeing.

Dr Vitalija Povilaityte-Petri
I am a pharmacist specialised in research of
safe, sustainable and responsible use of
medicinal and edible plants. I am studying how
green spaces, therapeutic landscapes and
traditional knowledge contribute to disease
prevention and health promotion.
What are some main challenges you are facing
in your work?
Engagement of academics, NGOs, small
businesses and citizens into transdisciplinary
health dialogue and participation in
co-creation process remain big challenges.
Please share one nature experience that has been signiﬁcant to you?
IFTDs 2018 in Finland left very strong memories to me how deeply we can live
nature experience together, in community.
What do you wish to gain from and bring to IFTDays 2020?
I wish to bring experience from participatory research project called Brussels
Health Gardens in which we aim to understand how biodiversity, city gardening,
diverse nutrition, ethnobotanical knowledge, various nature-based health practices
and engagement into community life impact our health and well-being.

Warm regards,
IFTDays Team

